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Abstract
In the past few years, cloud has profoundly altered the landscape of service computing. One potential impact of cloud computing is that it supports on-demand infrastructure provisioning and allows end systems to migrate certain power-hungry and resource-intensive processing into the cloud. In this talk, I will describe some of my recent research on applying cloud and virtualization to support real-time 3D graphics applications. In particular, I will show a service prototype that provides scalable support for 3D graphics applications in a cloud environment. The service supports instance access to 3D applications in a cross-platform and cross-device manner. It cloudifies a wide range of applications such as 3D computer games, scientific visualization software, 3D authoring tools, virtual reality software, just to name a few. Such service is also ideally suited for mobile devices with broadband data connections.

In addition, I will touch upon my research in creating network exploit survivable and self-recoverable service systems using specially designed many-core processor with architecture enhancements for dependability and revivability. Currently I am transferring prior discoveries and experiences in this area to new dependability challenges in data centers and mission-critical computing systems. Virtual machine checkpoint has been used for the purpose of improving reliability and workload migration. Combining virtual machine checkpoint technique with multimedia oriented cloud services creates innovative futuristic user experiences. In this talk, I will describe a continuous virtual machine checkpoint and time travel approach that can enable interactive replay of virtual 3D graphics applications such as computer games and virtual desktop applications from captured video. The technique blurs the boundary between software delivery and multimedia delivery. It holds great potential not only as an enabling technique for future multimedia services but also as a solution of cloud forensic and as a technique for improving data center availability and dependability. Last but not least, I will discuss some research challenges and trends of virtualization and cloud computing under the context of many-core computer architecture.
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